Press Release

RWE is bringing you innogy
RWE Gas Slovensko to be renamed to
innogy Slovensko
innogy is the name of a subsidiary company of
RWE AG in which the Group merged its three
business segments Grid & Infrastructure, Retail
and Renewables. The subsidiary of RWE AG
started operations on 1 April 2016. The new
brand will be reflected in the names of selected
companies, RWE Gas Slovensko belongs to them
as well.

The name innogy is made up of
the English words Innovation
and Energy/Technology.
The change of name represents
a shift from conventional to
innovative, flexible and
creative.

The official change of the business name of RWE Gas Slovensko, s.r.o. to innogy Slovensko s.r.o.
will take place on 1 October 2016. “We are happy that we are part of innogy. The brand
represents exactly what we have been doing for our customers here in Slovakia for several
years - new products thanks to which their households save more, become safer and more
comfortable,” highlights Miroslav Kulla, managing director.
innogy will represent a modern and a traditional supplier at the same time:
 The innogy brand will become a symbol for innovative offers and shaping of trends of the
energy market.
 There will always be a strong background of the mother company VSE Holding as well as
its shareholder – the Ministry of Economy of the SR - behind innogy Slovensko.

“With the innogy brand, we will continue with the already started trend of
innovations and modern customer solutions. Our customers can look
forward to new products and services of even better quality. Of course, we
still guarantee the reliable supply of Blue Gas and we remind that all current
contracts remain valid,” Miroslav Kulla, a managing director.

The strong RWE brand that reflects a long and proud tradition of the energy industry will
remain to be used by the mother company RWE AG in Germany.

